Johnson Memorial Hospital, The Curtis D. Robinson Center for
Health Equity & Trinity Health Of New England Present:
Ageless Soul: The Lifelong Journey Toward Meaning and Joy

Presented by Thomas Moore ● December 8, 2017
Johnson Memorial Hospital—Community Medical Education Center
201 Chestnut Hill Road ● Stafford Springs, CT 06076
Johnson Memorial’s Colleague Lecture
2:00-3:00 p.m. (FREE) Registration via
Infonet or by calling (860) 684-8235

“A Healing Presence”
In a vow to the Radiant Healing Buddah the
practitioner says, “I will heal my presence”. In
the Gospels Jesus says you can heal if you
have deep trust. Both of these qualities are aspects of a soulful person. In modern
medicine we put our trust in knowledge,
technique and instruments. We don’t seem to
be aware of how important our mere
presence is. We also don’t appreciate enough
the power of healing space and healing words.
In this presentation, Thomas Moore Explores
the soul of healing and the soul of the healer—
how to prepare for and how to practice soulbased medicine. It is a step beyond a personcentered approach, as it embraces every aspect
of the encounter with a patient and of a medical
institution. What could a soulful hospital and
medical center look like, and how would a soulful practitioner speak, listen and relate?

Community Lecture (All Invited)
6:00 p.m.

“The Ageless Soul”
Moore reveals a fresh, optimistic, and rewarding
path toward aging, one that need not be feared,
but rather embraced and cherished. In Moore’s
view, aging is the process by which one
becomes a more distinctive, complex,
fulfilled, loving and connected person.
Using examples from his practice as a
psychotherapist and teacher who lectures
widely on the soul of medicine and spirituality,
Moore argues for a new vision of aging; as a
dramatic series of initiations, rather than a
diminishing experience, one that each of us has
the tools– experience, maturity, fulfillment—to
live out.
The event is FREE and open to the public.
You can register by calling
(860) 684-8235 for more information.

Thomas Moore is the author of Ageless Soul and twenty-six other books that address
psyche and spirit in everyday life. In his youth he was a monk and a musician. He has
a PhD in Religious Studies from Syracuse University. In connection with his book Care
of the Soul in Medicine, he lectured at the Mayo Clinic, Sloan-Kettering, Memorial Hermann, NYU Cancer Center, and many other medical conferences and institutions. He
received a humanitarian award from Einstein Medical School and is an honorary member of the Gynecological Society of Scotland. His books have been translated into thirty-two languages and have sold in the millions.

